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Abstract.

The appearance of Big Data technologies and economic development have led to a new generation of data that must be analysed. This new data structure allows identifying consumer behaviour; modelling offers and allowing countries to design Economic Policies efficiently. The service sector increasingly weights in the GDP of the nations; in particular, in Spain, it is around 12 per cent. Search engines from Google collect this data information by areas and time. In particular, the crossing of data from primary sources and secondary data is a comparative advantage over traditional analyses. We analyse datasets in this work coming from official statistical sources in Spain and data from Google Trends. The objective of this work is explaining the hotel demand trough previous searches of consumers from January 2008 to December 2019 for the Spanish case. The application of the method called Regression Cluster Analysis (RCA) represents an improvement in forecasting modelling of the literature. This model allows searching profiles to be made as a previous step to what is known in the literature as Next Best Activity. We compare three models (RCA, ADRL + Seasonality, SARIMA) thought the Ratio Theil U2, for a time horizon of six months. This methodology involves adding one more model to the debate on the use of Big Data. At the end of the work, we propose three ideas for "sustainable" development of this type of analysis with open data.
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1. Introduction

The unstoppable development of Big Data technologies applied to the tourism sector allows making efficient decisions (Reina, 2020). Traditional Statistical forecasting techniques have been added to the Big Data environment, assuming a development for companies, consumers and institutions (Carrizosa et al., 2018; Kleinberg et al., 2018). The results of Statistical processes and Artificial Intelligence have been integrated into marketing strategies, business models and in the understanding of consumers. In the tourism industry, they have been introduced directly or indirectly through primary industries (tourism: mainly services) and secondary industry (activities dependent on tourism such as banking or the insurance sector). These methodological advances are of interest to academics and practitioners in order to anticipate market strategies for consumers (Columbus, 2019).

In the field of tourism, international flows have been providing resources of information for analysts. Studies reveal that people search before their tourist trip to find accommodations (Ruiz-Reina, 2019a). Tourism plays an increasingly important role in the Gross Domestic Products of developed countries. In particular, the study of hotel demand with the analysis of
Google Trends (GT) has provided a competitive advantage due to the information generated on the web for potential demands. This information allows adjusting supply and demand, causing efficient assignments in the market (Juul, 2015). This digital economy supposes the development of an unsuspected digital market in the beginnings of the analysis of tourism (Palos-Sanchez & Correia, 2018).

The use of GT supposes a quantitative and qualitative study over time. GT data allows studying regularity problems in the tourism market (Wu 2017; Li et al., 2018; Mariani et al., 2018). These regularities are represented by the number of repetitions of search terms in GT, and they have been temporally quantified. The ordering of these open data implies an analytical advantage over traditional Statistics.

In this article, we are interested in constructing a Regression Cluster Analysis (RCA) to reveal previous search interests of tourist accommodation consumers. In particular, the study of the demand for Hotel Accommodation in Spain (HADS) is carried out. This study exceeds the predictive capacity in comparison to other models of literature; the main reason is the inclusion of larger volumes of data. In the empirical section, we are comparing RCA for monthly predictions from January 2019 to June 2019. For the support and understanding of our RCA model, we must include seasonal deterministic variables (Reina, 2020). Based on RCA, it is possible to identify information insights to be able to make efficient decisions. These insights allow determining the propensity factors for the impact of advertising strategies according to the hotel accommodation industry. In the context of the development of our work, the data analysed are monthly and with a forecasting training period of 6 months. We have used and predicted in the medium-term horizon to make decisions; however, the same methodology is expandable in the long term.

The reference models to compare our contribution are the traditional Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Models - SARIMA (Box et al., 2013) and Autoregressive Distributed Lags extended to Seasonality ARDL + Seasonality (Reina, 2020). As a criterion of accuracy, we have applied the Ratio Theil U2 (Ruiz-Reina, 2019b). For predictions with a 6-month time horizon, we have quantified improvements in the RCA model compared to SARIMA and ADRL + Seasonality.

The rest of the research is ordered as follows: Section 2 provides a review of the existing literature on the forecasting of Big Data applied to tourism; in section 3, the theoretical methodology is described; in section 4, data analysis of Official Spanish Statistics and data from GT is done; section 5 is dedicated to analysing empirical results. Once the empirical analysis is finished, we will discuss the conclusions of this work and future lines of research.

2. Literature review

The problem of data grouping has been addressed by researchers from different branches such as Economics, Finance, Statistics, among others. Clustering methods are methods that allow simplifying reality to find conclusions (Liao, 2005; Aghabozorgi et al., 2015; Caiado et al., 2015). Clustering methods with cross-section data are widely studied in the literature. In the scope of this study, we could mention about clustering applied to Time Series (Kakizawa et al., 1998; Alonso et al., 2006; Scotto et al., 2010; Vilar et al., 2010; D’Urso et al., 2017; Alonso & Peña, 2019; Alonso et al., 2020).
The novelty of this study lies in the use of alternative data sources to Official Statistics such as those obtained by GT. Technological development, commercial development, international mobility flows of people and data collection support this modelling. They allow the grouping of data according to RCA. The integration of this analysis can be applied to data from other primary or secondary branches of the tourism industry. Assuming a contribution to the recommendation systems recognized in Big Data such as Next Best Activity (NBA) marketing or next-best offers to Customers (Davenport et al., 2020).

In the scientific literature applied to tourism and forecasting, articles related to GT have been published (Li et al., 2018; Mariani et al., 2018). The applied techniques have been very varied, being roughly summarized in Econometric methods, Time Series, Machine Learning or Artificial Intelligence (Wu et al., 2017). RCA contributes to the literature an analysis tool with the use of GT with time series (Bokelmann & Lessmann, 2019).

The use of keywords in the literature with GT has allowed increasing the predictive capacity of the ADRL + Seasonality models. The use of the keyword "visit Spain" has allowed improving the previous models significantly (Reina, 2020). In our RCA model, in addition to increasing the predictive capacity, there is a value added since it allows finding customer profiles for future NBA tasks.

For the analysis of the goodness of accuracy measures, we have focused on the Ratio Theil U2. The objective of this measure is to be able to quantify the improvement that occurs from the use of one model concerning another (Ruiz-Reina, 2019b). The Ratio Theil U2 is a relative measure of accuracy between models, in the forecasting literature, the benefits of the criteria have been discussed (Hyndman & Koehler, 2006).

In the literature review, the most modern and close references to the RCA technique have been cited. The authors are aware of the limitations of this analysis since the same idea can be expressed with different words in each language around the world. But we consider that the study of “broad matching” will allow us to obtain a well predictive capacity with data from GT In the next sections, we will continue with the theoretical and empirical analysis.

3. Methodology

The objective of this methodological section is to describe a univariate technique for Time Series forecasting and two theoretical causal models. SARIMA models are widely developed in the literature for univariate time series (Box et al., 2013). According to causal modelling, we will describe the ADRL + Seasonality models (Reina, 2020) y and we develop RCA. Once this theoretical section has been described, we will work with the empirical model under the parsimonious criterion. Parsimony implies finding the simplest model with the most significant explanatory power.

3.1.1 Automatic SARIMA

The relevance of the developments in programming allows estimating automatically the models proposed by Box-Jenkins in the 70s (Box et al., 2013). In this case, we will perform forecasting tasks with the ARIMA R automatic package (Hyndman & Khandakar, 2008). A generic scheme for modelling could be:
Where \( p \) and \( q \) represent nonseasonal-ARIMA order, and \( d \) is the number of regular differences (\( P, D, Q \) represent seasonal order of ARIMA); \( B \) is the backshift operator and could be defined \( Y_t = (B - 1)Y_t \); \( \phi_p, \Phi_P, \theta_q, \Theta_Q \) are parameters to be estimated; \( \nabla^d \nabla^D \) describe regular and seasonal differences; \( \epsilon_t \) is the random term that is distributed as white noise. In our work, we express the endogenous variable (\( Y = \text{HADS} \)) as natural logarithms.

### 3.1.2 Autoregressive Distributed Lag + Seasonality (ADRL + Seasonality)

According to Reina (2020), ADRL + Seasonality model is expressed as follows:

\[
\gamma(L) \ln(y_t) = \mu + \delta(L) \ln(x_t) + \sum_{i=2}^{12} \alpha_i w_i + u_t
\]

Where \( u_t \sim \text{white noise} \). The exogenous variables are \( x_t \) and for endogenous \( y_t \). The natural logarithm is \( \ln \) and \( (L) \) is the lag operator. Stability conditions are found if inverted roots are \(|\gamma(L)| < 1\). To avoid the dummy variable trap, we do not consider \( i = 1 \) (Draper & Smith, 1998) and the seasonal dummy variables are defined as monthly data (\( i = 1, 2, \ldots, 12 \)). In our research, we use the ADRL + Seasonality (1,0) model where the endogenous variable \( y_t \) is HADS, and the exogenous \( x_t \) is the keyword "visit Spain" (Ruiz-Reina, 2019a).

### 3.1.3 Regression Clustering Analysis (RCA)

Big Data applications mainly present problems of human-computer interpretation and vice versa. Each language has its jargons, which makes keyword analysis more difficult by researches. To facilitate our task of finding Keywords which reveal interest of HADS, GT presents geographically related search term with correlated words, related topics, or related queries. This correlation allows us to create clustering of information, which is given in regression as follows:

\[
y_t = f(\text{cluster}_{t_i}) + \sum_{i=1}^{12} \alpha_i w_i + u_i = \sum_{m=1}^{13} \beta_{\text{keyword}_{m_t}} + \sum_{i=2}^{15} \alpha_i w_i + u_i
\]

\[\{\text{keywords}_{m_t} \in \mathbb{R}^+; m = 1, 2, 3\ldots; t \in T = 1, 2, 3\ldots T\}\]

In our model, keywords are words that future consumers search on the internet before their tourist demand. According to the GT coding, the least interest is shown when the index is 0 and the maximum when it is 100. For instance, "hotels Spain", "surfing Spain" or "culture in Spain" among others. The selection of the variables is taken into account based on the possible collinearity; to solve this, we apply the Klein technique to solve the deficiencies (Christie et al., 1984). With the use of HAC covariance method, to make inference consistently about the parameters (Newey & West, 1987).
Under the parsimony criterion, the model is simplified, seeking the fewest number of significant explanatory variables with explanatory capacity. The interpretation of coefficients are elasticities for the keywords, and in the seasonal dummy variable are semi-elasticities (Peng et al., 2015).

3.1.4 Comparison of forecasting and evaluation

As a model selection criterion, we will use the Ratio Theil U2. It is a dimensionless relative measure designed for the decision to select predictive models (Ruiz-Reina, 2019a). We initially define the index Theil U2 (Christ & Theil, 1962):

$$
U_2 = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{h=1}^{H} \left( \frac{\hat{y}_{t+h} - y_{t+h}}{y_t} \right)^2}{\sum_{h=1}^{H} \left( \frac{y_{t+h} - y_t}{y_t} \right)^2}}
$$

Finally, we can define the Ratio Theil U2 for comparison between two models v and w as follows:

$$
RThU_{v/w;2} = U_{v;2}/U_{w;2}
$$

The results can be three: when it is equal to 1 (both models have the same predictive capacity); when it is more than one, the denominator model is better in terms of forecasting; when it is less than one, the numerator model is a better predictor.

4. Data

HADS data has been collected for the training period (January 2008 to December 2019) from the INE1. Concerning the exogenous variables, they are obtained from the GT for groups of variables the same frequency, and there are no missing observations.

In Figure 1, HDAS presents some relevant characteristics for the analysis of time series, it is worth noting a high seasonality and a growing upward trend throughout the period analysed.

---

1 Spanish National Statistics Institute (Instituto Nacional de Estadística) [https://ine.es/](https://ine.es/)
From a descriptive point of view, it should be noted that the maximum values for each year occur in the summer season (every August). The highest value in August 2018 with 46,657,187 hotel overnights in Spain, and the lowest value in January 2009 with 11,203,819. For the 144 observations analysed (Table 1) the Std. Dev. = 9,978,231 and Skewness = 0.46. Kurtosis is 2.05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HADS</td>
<td>24,661,970</td>
<td>46,657,187</td>
<td>11,203,819</td>
<td>9,978,231</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Descriptive Statistics Analysis of HADS (Jan. 2008 to December 2018). Observations=144.

Source: INE. Own Elaboration.

The most common secondary data information service are those that come from Google; this is due to the large number of devices that use their services. GT began offering information in 2004, and its information classification algorithms have been improved. Keywords and their trends are summarized in indexes between 0 and 100, with 0 being the least interest and the maximum 100. Concerning the broad matching obtained by GT, we have studied a sample which involved 18,000 observations contemporary to HADS and that the summary of most correlated keywords appears in the following table (Choi & Varian, 2012):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cluster</th>
<th>relevant keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>sport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws</td>
<td>visa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>car, flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonality</td>
<td>summer, winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Airbnb, Youtube, English, TripAdvisor, Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tech.</td>
<td>Android, Xiaomi, Apple, Samsung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searches</td>
<td>low-cost, Spain Tourism, visit Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>alcohol, city breaks, monuments, architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Places</td>
<td>Beach, Canary Island, Alhambra, Plaza de España, Sagrada Familia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Google Trends. Own Elaboration

In the next section on empirical results, we will estimate the models described in the methodological section. The results of the best model with the highest predictive capacity will be determined by the lowest Ratio Theil U2 with a time horizon \( h = 6 \).
5. Empirical results

In the results section, we are showing the results of the estimated models with forecasting purpose. The sample studied is 132 observations between January 2008 to December 2018. The model finally estimated for RCA and corrected by HAC is the following:

\[ \hat{y}_t = 15.84 + 0.02 \text{Airbnb}_t + 0.07 \text{Apple}_t - 0.12 \text{car}_t + 0.03 \text{city breaking}_t + 0.08 \text{flight}_t \]
\[ - 0.08 \text{Samsung}_t + 0.03 \text{sport}_t + 0.16 \text{visa}_t + \sum_{i=2}^{12} \delta_i w_i \]

The RCA estimation results show a high descriptive and being the parameters interpreted as elasticities. The results include clusters related to transport (car, flight), accommodation/social (Airbnb), legal aspects (visa), technology (Apple, Samsung), cultural (city breaks) and sports. This reduction of a universe of words implies a high explanatory capacity (0.99).

As we observed in the data section, a fundamental component in the tourist accommodation variables in Spain is seasonality. In our estimated model, it would be expressed as follows:

\[ \sum_{i=2}^{12} \delta_i w_i = 0.10 w_2 + 0.34 w_3 + 0.50 w_4 + 0.69 w_5 + 0.82 w_6 \]
\[ + 1.05 w_7 + 1.16 w_8 + 0.90 w_9 + 0.69 w_{10} + 0.18 w_{11} + 0.10 w_{12} \]

The prediction of the final RCA model is compared to other models cited in the Introduction section. The comparative graph of the forecasting Time Series can be seen in Figure 2.

![Figure 2 Out-sample forecast HADS h= 12 (Jan. 2019 to June 2019).](source)

Source: INE. Own Elaboration.

Table 3 below shows the comparison between the RCA model and the other predictive models (ADRL + Seasonality, SARIMA) using Ratio Theil U2. We can see that the RCA model presents a better forecasting capacity than ADRL + Seasonality and SARIMA. This is because the numerator of the ratio is less than the denominator. The estimated value for h = 6 implies a minimal difference compared to the actual value. Looking at Table 3, we can
conclude the following order of accuracy: first RCA, second SARIMA and third ADRL + Seasonality.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RCA</th>
<th>ADRL + Seasonality</th>
<th>SARIMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCA (h=6)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own Elaboration.

Theoretical development has proposed a methodology to provide knowledge about search interests with the RCA model. In the empirical section, we have confirmed the high explanatory and predictive capacity in comparison with the two models used in the literature. We will proceed to the drafting of the conclusions.

6. Conclusions

The tourism industry in Spain represents approximately 12 per cent of the Gross Domestic Product in recent years (before to COVID-19). The studies of their predictions are of great interest due to their economic-social repercussion. The RCA methodology analysed in this work has allowed us to know the previous interests of the clients regarding hotel reservations. The main reason for this research has been to provide an econometric tool to quantify and predict customer search interests. Understanding the market can influence marketing strategies and consumer behaviour. The data sets have been from official sources and the data provided by GT for the analysis; we have established a training period between January 2008 and December 2018. This period implies being able to validate our model as a previous step to the forecasting task between January 2019 to June 2019. In a context, such as the current one due to the crisis of the coronavirus. The keywords of interest would be modified, and the most relevant would be “covid 19” or “coronavirus”. Being aware of the relevance and structural change, researchers have decided to formulate a general theoretical framework whose application implies knowledge for decision-making.

In interpreting the estimated RAC model, it should be remembered that the estimated parameters are interpreted as elasticities. They are highlighting a word of interest belonging to the cluster of laws that is "visa". According to the analysed data, an increase of one per cent of the word “visa” will imply an increase of approximately 13 per cent ceteris paribus. In second-order of importance, the percentage variations of the name "car" indicate variations of roughly 12 per cent. The rest of the words have an interpretation of around 6 and 8 per cent. The terms such as “Airbnb”, “city breaks” and “sport” have less relevance comparing to other explanatory variables. Presenting predictive advantages observed in the Ratio Theil U2 and also providing more information in the knowledge of the future client. These identification tasks can have an impact on what we have called the NBA. Knowing the search words would imply a better understanding of the market and improve the correlations with the NBA. The positive implications for the tourist accommodation market are direct, and secondary industries could benefit from this modelling.

Finally, we can conclude that the modelling of this work can be used in industries such as Finance, Airlines, Insurance or any other in which it is desired to improve decision-making.
Big Data technologies provide open data that can be crossed and analysed to improve the well-being of the market (supply and demand). To examine the global impact of marketing strategies, we propose three significant areas of development: first, to analyse how market strategies will change as a function of algorithms and technologies; second, to identify changes in the interests of consumers according to their available technologies; third, a broad consensus on legality and data privacy. These are the bases for future research and "sustainable" development of this technological industry applied to Big Data analysis.
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